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Getting Hitched in Massachusetts | Esq. Events
There’s so much to think about soon after you get engaged — what style dress do I want, what will our flowers be, who will be in our wedding party? Of
course these are all things you are going to need to tackle, though something that should be first on your list is considering your venue. Some venues get
booked out years in advanced so you may want to prepare yourself in advance that flexibility in your date and location is key to keeping calm.

Jennifer Cox of Esq. Events is perfect to chat with when it comes to starting the venue search if you’re wanting to get married in Massachusetts:
There are hundred of reasons to get married in Massachusetts, but one of the best reasons is the extreme variety in such a small state. Whether you are
looking for a modern urban fete, a coastal soiree or a mountain-top party amongst Berkshire foliage; Massachusetts is the premier wedding destination for
all couples no matter what their style and desires. Massachusetts has four distinct regions that offer their own special and unique wedding venues and
experiences: Western Massachusetts, Central Massachusetts, Cape Cod and the Boston area.
Western Massachusetts features the Berkshire Mountains and the charming towns of the Connecticut River Valley. Chandler’s Restaurant in South
Deerfield, Massachusetts is the perfect location for an intimate restaurant reception full of wine, history and Yankee Candle. Its also a great location for a
shower or pre-wedding event. For couples seeking a more traditional resort experience, nothing compares to luxe amenities and sweeping vistas of the
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Cranwell Resort and Spa. Hotels, bed & breakfasts, halls and barns dot the western part of the state, however couples should be cognizant of the Boston
Symphony’s Summer schedule at Tanglewood when picking their date.

Although many couples head to Central Massachusetts for rustic barn ceremonies and receptions like those offered at Zukas Hilltop Barn and Harrington
Farm; my preference is to focus on the architecture. Tuckerman Hall, designed by a female architect,was originally built in in 1902 for the Worcester
Woman’s Club. Recently renovated and owned by the Massachusetts Symphony Orchestra, this stunning triangular building is now available for rent for
private functions. Also located in downtown Worcester is Mechanics Hall. Built in 1857, this is another fabulous Central Massachusetts venue with
amazing architectural details and a healthy amount of gold-leaf
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